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HISTORYAND IDEA BEHIND THECOMPETITION

"Mistovevet" (spinning around) is a song fromAlma's debut studio album called "SHEDA" (Demoness). As the song being
the pop edge of her album, Alma tried to set it up with a simple story board for themusic video, but returned eventually to
the deep subjects she most believes in. These took her all the way to Arnhem, Netherlands to shoot a video that tells a
story of gender identity confusion, dancing and dreams; Although the sense of seeking, repression and chasing what's
burning in our heart, mind and body despite outside opinions that often incite us fromour desirable track, is really what it's
all about. That said, Alma is wishing our challenges the understanding that they don't need definitions, and if we'll
recognizes the varied and diverse parts of ourselves, thewhole of uswill be larger than the sumof its parts. So the banality
of evil in our daily lives is often really our own inner demons, thoughts and doubts. These outside voices crawl in and take
over everything we wish to feel, dream and act on freely. Its' so strange how easily we can lose grip of our own desires and
just obey society as we think we know it. And if demolishing one's freedom because of your own way of life isn't the true
evil of our daily lives - I don't what is."
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Wewould like to honor the achievements ofAlmaKalbermannduring the participation of theBanality of Evil in our
Daily LivesArt Prize. Their outstanding artwork and interpretation of the themeawarded themaplace as a finalist
amongst 575 qualifying entries from 89 countries across 4 different artistic disciplines.

The artists’ work was featured in the exhibition at Alte Münze, Berlin Germany from 12 September to 17
September 2020 along with the other 39 Finalists andWinners.

The Banality of Evil in our Daily Lives Art Prize, initiated and sponsored by artist and social activist @SaySay.love,
who was inspired by Hannah Arendt, wanted to encourage artists to interpret the theme and relate what they
perceive the banality of evil in “their” daily lives and the thoughtlessness of our society. The awarding of winners
was curated by an esteemed panel of international judges like Andrey Bartenov and Aram Haus, to name but a
few

575 qualified entries from 89 countries that met the submission requirements were posted on BOE social media
channels for public voting between November 2019 andMarch 2020.

One winner in each artistic category received prize money of US$2000 for their artwork which made an
impression on the judges and the public.

How can we harness thought to eradicate evil in the world? How can art help us to evolve social consciousness?
Can creativity change the future?

An initiative using art as a mechanism for social change, is stimulating discussion and creative representation of
a topic that affects us all.

The themeof this exhibition is inspired by thework of philosopherHannahArendt, who reported on theNazi trials
for the New York Times in a famous book called Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil.

In a time where we are at a global tipping point on so many critical matters, from climate change to gender
violence to refugee crisis, we encouraged artists to play a role in vocalising the importance of all individuals to
take a stand andmake a difference.

Hannah was famous for her analysis of Nazi Germany, discovering with surprise that many of the worst
perpetrators had not committed atrocities with the intention of doing evil. In fact, the opposite was true. It seems
that the worst evil was committed by people who had not given their actionsmoral thought. They were not acting
with intention but simply following instructions – and in fact obeying the law.

This highlights for us the danger of complacency, of acting without independent thought. The sad truth of the
matter is that most evil is done by people who never made up their minds to be or do either evil or good.
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